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“Perhaps, given competing notions about quality of 

education, there should be two types of 

assessment: a large-scale, temperature-taking test 

to provide 

comparative data on the performance of schools, 

and an assessment that reveals the distinctive 

talents of individual students and the effects of 

school practice on their development. One focuses 

on  

the general, the other on  

the particular.” 
 

-Eliot Eisner, 1999 
 http://www.pdkintl.org/kappan/keis9905.htm 

reflector-3.louisville.edu/.../Eisner.jpg 



Why do schools and many curriculum areas 

choose to focus so much emphasis and attention 

on standardized testing? 

 

- Federal and/or State mandates 

- Easy to administer and score 

     

- Ostensibly provides a benchmark for  

  comparison 

- Others? 



Why is performance-based assessment not more-

widely utilized in the education field? 

 

- More difficult to develop assessments 

- TIME-CONSUMING!!! 

     

- Teachers not trained in this area  

- Others? 



So, let us look at how we can make 

performance-based assessment more 

manageable and less time-

consuming… 

Put on your running shoes, and we will  

sprint through a variety of assessment and 

evaluative tools in the next few minutes.  

You can become a more effective  

assessor on the RUN… 

 



 Runners, take 

    your  

       mark… 
www.berecruited.com 



Begin by  

pacing out  

your year… 



Organization for assessment 
starts at the beginning of the 
year with a pacing chart 
for each grade level.  This 
is a working plan that helps  
An educator to be accountable  
for 
curriculum and assessment. 



Get  

 set… 



Choose your unit goal(s).. 

Set your objective(s)… 

Plan for assessment… 



Develop record-keeping that 
fits your style… 

It is imperative that teachers 
document information, however, 
how you choose to do that task is 

your decision. 



Our district utilizes standards-based 
grading at the elementary level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 = exceeding the expectation 
3 = meeting the expectation 
2 = approaching but not  

         meeting the expectation 
1 = not meeting the expectation 





Decathalon Assessment 

This marathon-styled assessment is both teacher 

and student labor-intensive. 

When you reach the finish line,  

you are exhausted 

and worn out.  The evidence 

you have can be 

very informative and rich… 



Portfolios 

Whether electronic or hard copy, portfolios, if done 
well are very time-consuming.  This type of assessment 
is more than just putting art in a folder or in a  
document. 
 
A portfolio allows students choice and voice. 
Teacher and student may decide what pieces to  
include and how to organize the work.  Should sketches 
be included?  Should portfolios be one year or on-going? 
 
A rich overview of a student’s year or career 
can be developed through a portfolio. 



On-line Portfolio through Artsonia… 

 

-On-going for student’s entire academic career 

-Allows for artist statements and other interactions 

-Can raise funds 



3200 Meter Assessment 

This assessment can be rather teacher intensive but 

with training, students really respond well to this 

type of assessment. 

The evidence is great for teacher and  

excellent feedback for the student… 

Let’s RUN with RUBRICS! 





Mask  
Rubric 



When displaying work, hang the work along side a blank rubric 
to allow all to see what was taught.  And don’t forget a 
description of what was taught to use as advocacy. 





Artist Statements --- 

 

Gives the student an opportunity to share in writing their  

thought processes.   

- What is your favorite part of this artwork? What is the least favorite? 

- What was the inspiration for creating this piece of artwork? 

- What would you change if you were to create it again? Why? 

- What are some of the concepts you learned while creating this artwork? 

- Did anything about this artwork surprise you? 

- Describe what you did to create this artwork. 



400 Meter Assessment 

I consider this assessment teacher  

driven and focuses 

mainly on observation.  

The observation is documented 

in some form. 

www.gflexsurfaces.com/Insets/lev2_Inset_track... 



Peer feedback…. 
Students really enjoy 
receiving information 
from their classmates 
which ultimately 
affects what they do 
and how they think  
about their work. 
 



Used for student 
sharing/critiques… 
• each child presents 
• each child shares a 
comment based on  
P.A.T.S. 
• Grades 1-5 
 



Chip/Sticky Note Assessment 

1. Set the criteria 

2. Provide the tool 

3. Time to give feedback 

4. Debrief 

 



Assessment 

 blue = line 
 
yellow = color 
 
red = value 





100 Yard Dash Assessment 

This assessment is formative in nature.  These are 

the quick, simple tools used to check for  

understanding.  Often, these assessments are not 

recorded but used to guide the lesson. 



Questioning… 

Questions are developed to get both individual 

and group feedback.  Students often use thumbs up 

or down to agree or disagree.  Students can rank or rate 

based on a 1-5 finger count.  Or questions can be 

phrased  with 1, 2, or 3 choices with students holding 

up the # finger accordingly. 



Daily Art “Think About” 

Balance is a 
Principle (application) 

of Design 



Balance is the 
visual weight in a 
work of art. 
 

www.un4gettabletoys.com/images/hedstrom%20tee... 



What type of balance is used  
in this example? 

1.  Symmetrical 

2.  Asymmetrical 

3.  Radial 



What type of balance is used  
in this example? 

1.  Symmetrical 

2.  Asymmetrical 

3.  Radial 



1. Symmetrical 

2. Asymmetrical 

3.  Radial 

What type of balance is used  
in this  
example? 
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Review Mask 
Purposes 



Look at the 4 pictures.  What do 
they all have in common? 

 Fun 

 Celebration 

 Protection 

 Cultural 
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Look at the 4 pictures.  What do 
they all have in common? 

 



Look at the 4 pictures.  What do 
they all have in common? 

 



Walkarounds or Gallery Walks 

All work is laid out, usually 1/2 to 2/3 the way through the  

unit.  Students walk around and observe each piece.  Criteria 

for what to look for may be written on the overhead.  When 

done observing (and I do it with them to model), students 

discuss with me and the group what they saw.  Much information 

about understanding can be derived from the sharing following. 



Closure… 
 

 

At the end of class, in order to line up, the table must 

discuss and volunteer an answer to the question I pose. 

 

•  Name a significant style of art Picasso developed. 

•  Tell me a color family. 

•  What one thing would you tell your family at the dinner table 

tonight that you learned today? 

 

Exit tickets 

http://www.chartwellsschooldining.com/images/Kids%20in%20Classroom.jpg 



Time for  

Questions, Answers,  

and Sharing… 

What quick assessment 

tricks do you have? 

www.andypope.info/fun/clocks.htm 



 
Thank you for coming 

today.  We hope you 

enjoyed the presentation. 
 

Contact:  breeker@lps.org 

lrice@lps.org 
 

Find this presentation at www.lps.org, search b3ri 

 


